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Animal rights group continues
attack on WSU's lab research

n

Photos by Megan JofQeoson

Dogs, above, and rabbits, right, used for scabies experiments In the LAR facility "t WSU.
search into a vaccine for scabies —
a skin condition induced by tick-like
organisms that live in dead skin cells
Following months of chccks by — is still a subjectcasc of particular
the U.S. Department of Agriculture, concern for PETA. WSU President
countcr-protests and conducting Paige E. Mulhollan said he believes
public tours, WSU's Laboratory PETA is interested in such research
Animal Resources facility is still because it is "highly photogenic."
"The scabies make very good
being targeted by People for the
Ethical Treatment of Animals, the pictures," he said.
Dr. Larry G. Arlian, director of
Washington-based animal rights
WSU's Biomedical Sciences Ph.D.
organization.
The LAR facility's on-going re- Program, has been researching a
By Dawn E. Leger
Assistant News Editor

animals tested for such research arc to this(disagrecmcnt) problem," said
unnecessarily mistreated. LAR of- Mulhollan."Wc'rcnotgoingtoconficials and representatives have re- vince PETA and they're not going
pcatedly denied alleged animal cru- to change their views, so we have a
elty and stressed the importance of
scabies experimentation.
"PETA"
"1 don't think there's an answer
continued on page 2

WSU to host Ohio economic conference
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possible vaccine for scabies for almost 10 years, according to Mark T.
Willis,communications manager for
the School of Medicine.
Arlian, who is recognized as the
world's foremost expert on scabies,
made such research possible by developing an animal host model (rabbits) as well as a method for extracting live skin parasites for experimentation, according to the Department of Biomedical Sciences.
According to PETA officials.
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Wright State this April will host one of say about the plan before the congress starts
four economic conferences between Ohio to fine tune it."
McCleary said Glenn has notified PresiSenator John Glenn and business, labor,
education and community leaders from dent Clinton of the planned meetings and
has invited representatives from the execuaround the state.
According to Glenn assistant Bryan tive office to participate in the round-table
McCleary, Glenn plans to announce these discussions. The goal of the Wright State
meetings tonight in conjunction with Presi- meeting, according to Glenn, is to highlight
dent Clinton's televised address to Con- economic issues important to central and
southwest Ohio.
gress.
"1 look forward to vigorous talks on the
"President Clinton is unveiling a bold
plan to get America moving again," Glenn economy and will be sharing what 1 learn
with
my colleagues in the Congress and with
said. "1 want to hear what Ohioans have to

President Clinton." Glenn said.
The Wright State round-table discussion,
which is third in the four-part Ohio series, is
scheduled for April 13. The senator will hold
similar meetings April 12 at the University
of Toledo. April 14 at Cleveland Slate and
April 15 at Ohio University in Athens.
According to Wright State's associate
director of public relations, Lynette M. Heard,
the local segment of the scries is being cohosted by Central State University. Current
plans are to host the event in the McLin Gym
at Wright State's Nutter Center.
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PETA"
continued from pagcl

fundamental disagreement with
them."
The conflict began to unfold last
October when Virginia Leone
Bollinger, an undercover investigator for PETA. was terminated from
her position at the lab for allegedly
removing research records. PETA
later claimed it gathered evidence of
animal cruelty in research, especially
in scabies experimentation.
For months, PETA has accused
the LAR facility of painfully ripping
scabies scabs off the ears of rabbits,
causing them to scream. However,
according to Dr. Jay Thomas, associate vice president forresearch,such
surface layers are really crusts that
are grown to about one quarter inch
and then peeled and flaked off.
"There's a brief stinging sensation but the sounds they make are just
nature's defense mechanism of being restrained," added Dr. Robert A.
Stuhlman, veterinarian and director
of LAR.
"That's such an unconscionable
lie — those arc not mere screams of
fear," said Mary Beth Swcctland,
seniorresearcherfor PETA.
According to Sweetland, Dr.
Gordon J. Benson, a veterinarian at
Illinois University, recently suggested various pain killers and sedatives to relieve rabbits from what
PETA said are pain and distress.
Stuhlman said such drugs are "not
relevant" to scabies experiments.
Willis said scabies crusts on the

rabbit's ears are removed and lai
on shaved portions of the dogs' skin
He added that the dogs arc used in
order to test the effectiveness of
possible vaccines.
PETA has also accused the facility of allowing dogs to scratch to the
point of self-mutilation.
"That's simply not true. They
may experience some discomfort
— such as minor itching — but
certainly not pain," said Stuhlman.
He added that in all such studies,
dogs arc given an anti-itch drug to
minimize discomfort.
Mulhollan added, "We try to
treat our animals as humanely aone can do and we have gone out of
our way to ask for special cvalua
tions by the USDA."
According to the latest USDA
report issued Nov. 12, the LAR fa
cility was found in full compliance
with the Animal Welfare Act. In
addition. Dr. C.A. Robins, a veterinary medical officer for the USDA
who conducted the investigation
reported all animals are given "adequate veterinary care."
LAR officials said they are getting close to a scabies vaccine which
they believe will benefit humans
and animals alike.
"But the question is who would
you decide to have vaccinated?
Animals shouldn't be made to suf
fer for new and improved methods,"
said Sweetland.
Mulhollan said he docs not feel
there is a misunderstanding on the
partof PETA inrelationto the LAR's
animal experiments. "It's a mauei
of communicating information at
this point," he added.

Setting the
record straight
•Dr. Willard Hutzel was incorrectly identified as William last
week on the front page story of
The Guardian. The Guardian
regrets this error and any confusion it may have caused.

Campus
Crime ^
Report
THEFTS
• A 41-year-old female reported a
set of keys and a quartz clock
were stolen from her desk
while she was working an
event the night of Feb. 11. All
outside doors were locked.
Total loss was S35.

PhoB by Megan Jorgenson

PETA claims dogs such as these scratch themselves
almost to the point of self-mutllatlon.

•A 57-year-old female reported
that her purse and its contents
valued at more than S300 were
removed from her credenza top
while the area was not secured
on Feb. 12. A 36-year-old
suspect was identified in a
photo line-up.
TAMPERING
•An unknown individual broke
into a feminine napkin
machine in a second floor
women's rcstroom in the
library Feb. 15. All contents
were removed from the
machine.

MEETINGS AND EVENTS
THURSDAY, FEB. 18
•Classified Staff Advisory
Council: Large Conference
Room in the Administration
Wing of Allyn Hall, 3:30 p.m.
•Artist Series: Kodo, Memorial
Hall, 8 p.m. For ticket
information call 873-2900.
•WSU Cinema: My Own Private
Idaho, 116 Health Sciences
Building, 10 p.m. Also shown
on Friday at 8 p.m.
•LaComedia Dinner Theatre:
Country Music Jamboree, 11
a.m. and 6 p.m. For more
information call 228-9333.
Show runs through March 14.
FRIDAY, FEB. 19
•Multicultural Affairs Open
Forum for Hispanic/Latino
Students: 3l6 Dunbar Library,
3 p.m.
•Fifth Annual Rubberband-

Powered Aircraft Contest:
Nutter Center, 8:30 to 11:30
a.m. For more information call
873-5040.
•Microbiology & Immunology
Seminar: "Cloning and
Characterization of the Mouse
Coronavirus Receptor," 103
Oclman Hall, 1 p.m. The guest
speaker will be Dr. Carl W.
Dicffcnbach with the Division
of AIDS of the NIAID.
•Dayton Dynamo v. Baltimore:
Nutter Center, 7:35 p.m.
SATURDAY, FEB. 20
•CD-ROM Instruction: Fordham
Library at 11 a.m.
•Sophomore Recital: Christopher
Hammiel, trumpet, and David
Sapp, saxophone; Creative
Arts Center Concert Hall at 8
p.m.
•Women's basketball vs.
Youngstown State, Nutter

Center, 5:15 p.m.
•Men's basketball vs. WisconsinGreen Bay, Nutter Center, 7:35
p.m.
SUNDAY, FEB. 21
•Kinder Concerts: Dayton
Philharmonic Orchestra, 2 and
4 p.m. at Memorial Hall. For
more information call 2243521.
•WSU Cinema: Ceddo, 116
Health Sciences, 7 p.m
•Slam. Bang, and Poof (New
York City Avant Garde
Theatre): Antioch College,
Yellow Springs. For more
information call 767-6326.
TUESDAY. FEB. 23
•CD-ROM Instruction: Fordham
Library at 11 a.m.
•Psychiatry Grand Rounds: Good
Samaritan Hospital at noon.

For more information call 2768325.
•UCB Video: Patriot Games,
Rathskeller, 5 p.m. Also
showing Wednesday at noon
and Thursday at 11 a.m.
•UCB Keep You Laughing
Comedy Series with Tommy
Blaze, Chris Cato and Opening
Act; University Center
Cafeteria at 8 p.m.
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 24

at 8 p.m. For information call
Victoria Theatre Ticket Center.
Show runs through March 7.
•WSU Cinema: Return of the
Secaucus 7, 116 Health
Sciences, 10 p.m. Also shows
Friday at 8 p.m.
•Super Pops Concerts: Dayton
Philharmonic Orchestra,
Dayton Convention Center at
8:30 p.m. For more
information call 224-9000.
FRIDAY, FEB. 26

•Building Community Work
Group: 043 University Center,
2:15 p.m.
THURSDAY, FEB. 25
•WSU Theatre: Children of a
Lesser God, Creative Arts
Center at 8 p.m. For more
information call 873-2500.
Show runs through March 7.
•Victoria Theatre: Grand Hotel,

•Last day to drop a class with a
record of "W."
•CD-ROM Instruction: Fordham
Library at 1 p.m.
•Microbiology & Immunology
Seminar: "Evaluation of
Immuno epitopes of Human
HTLV-1 by Multivalent
Peptide Immunizations." with
Dr. Michael D. Lairmore, Ohio
State ; 103 Oelman at 1 p.m.
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Mulhollan discusses the future of WSU
Part one: university projects, challenges and issues

6 6 T think it's the responsibility

way itself will take some parking
I of the university, as well
out of those lots, but it will be more
thanreplacedby new parking that
as an opportunity for the university, to
In the coming years the univer- we'll build in the place the roadway
try to create a campus climate that as closely
sity will face many different chal- used to be," he added.
The building of the student union
lenges and projects. In an interas possible approximates what students are
view with The Guardian, WSUis another project in the university's
going
to encounter throughout their lives
President Paige E. Mulhollan re- future.
"It's awfully hard to exaggerate
cently outlined the future of WSU.
and to help teach them to take advantage of
One challenge the university how important it is," Mulhollan said.
the positive attributes of that diversity"
will face in the near future is re- "One of the most serious problems
accreditation with its accrediting we've had here throughout the his—Paige E. Mulhollan
organization in the next two to two tory, since rapid growth began, was
that
there
was
simply
no
place
for
and a half years.
in fact the governor of the state has as possible approximates what stu"The next accreditation will re- students to be when they weren't in
now ordered all state agencies to be dents arc going tocncounter throughquire that we have in place an as- class—particularly those commuttotally smoke-free," Mulhollan ex- out their lives and to help teach them
sessment system in which we assess ing students who had to park some- Paige E. Mulhollan
plained. "So if we had not done so in to take advantage of the positive
student outcomes systematical! y and place and come to class and then
September, we would have had to attributes of thatdiversity," Mulholwould
be
for
Marriott
to
get
inthey
had
an
hour
off
or
two
hours
of
f
institution-wide," Mulhollan said.
"We have no such assessment sys- — simply didn't have any space to volved in a negotiation between a do so in December because we arc lan continued. "I think we have a
tem in place now, and it's critically eitherrelaxor to study or do what- bargaining unit that works for the included—universities are included very highresponsibilityto try to
— in the executive order which create as much diversity—not only
university," he explained.
important that we get that system in ever it was in between."
According to Mulhollan, budget mandates that all public buildings in among the student body — but the
"Finally, with the completion of
place in time to have it functional
faculty, the administration and evOhio be smoke-free."
constraints
continue
to
affect
the
this
project,
I
think
students
who
are
during the 1995-96 academic year,
"There's not any question any- erybody else, as we possible can."
when that accreditation visit takes not engaged in class at any time will university.
According to Mulhollan, park"We face a continued very tight more that passive smoke is bad for
have an adequate and nice, attracplace."
budgetary situation in Ohio and the you. It hurts people, kills people," he ing appears to be less of a problem
Another major campus event is tive place to go," he said.
on
campus.
WSU is also working on a joint good limes aren't sudden ly going to said. "Most recent data from the
the road construction project that
"I think there is less complaint
will get underway in the next year. graduate program with the Univer- return," he said. "I think the legisla-surgeon general's office seems to
about the parking this year than I' ve
During construction, the main road sity of Dayton that willrequireap- ture and the governor are both sym- me to be totally convincing."
President Mulhollan sees diver- ever heard. In fact, in one of the
around the campus will be destroyed, proval from the state, Mulhollan pathetic to higher education now."
"I think they believe that we've sity as an important pan of higher recent surveys of concerns that stuMulhollan said. The project could said.
dents have which wasreportedto
education.
"We face significant challenges done therightthings in terms of
take anywherefroman academic
"Diversity is,firstof all, a fact of me ...(the survey) didn't even list
year to an academic year and a half in getting that approved, in pan be- becoming more efficient—and they
cause the budget situation frightens would like to beginrebuildingsome modem life. This is not a white parking as a concern," Mulhollan
to complete.
"We're going to destroy (the people at the state level and leads of thereductionsthat have occurred society, it's not a male society, it's said.
"What we've done in the past
main road) and relocate it over them to say 'Why should we under- in the past several year — but they not a society where nuclear families
against the woods line on theedgeof take a new initiative which might don'thave themoney. The economy are the norm any more." he said. couple of years has apparently begun
to make a substantial differ"When
students
get
out
of
the
unihasn't
recovered
as
robustly
as
the property," Mulhollan explained. cost money?'" he said. "So we have
"In the short term, that may incon- to convince people that there's a people had hoped, and people are versity and face whatever it is they 're ence. I don't mean to suggest we
sufficient need that makes that an not inclined to pay lots more taxes," going to do with their lives, they're don't have any more parking probvenience people."
going to participate in a society that lems, that's not what I'm saying, but
"The main purpose for doing investment the state ought to make." Mulhollan continued.
On the issue of smoking, Mul- is diverse in a number of different I think it is much better," he comMulhollan expressed that the
that is to keep students from having
mented.
ways."
hollan
believes
the
ban
has
had
an
to cross, from where they park, the university has no pan in the conflict
Next week's articlc will focus
"I think it's the responsibility of
main street to get to class. It's a between Marriottand its union work- overall positive effect on the univerthe university, as well as an opportu- on the accomplishments of WSU
sity.
ers.
safety hazard," Mulhollan said.
"Weare in fact now, we werenot nity for the university, to try to cre- students and the job of the WSU
"It'sjust not appropriate for us to
"It's going to change the parking
because,firstof all, the (new) road- get involved in that any more than it at the time we started (the ban), but ate a campus climate that as closely president

By AMY RANG
News Editor
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26 & 27
Convention
Richard Fletcher. Guest Conductor

M E O I A HOSTS

YVMTSJLThe Dayton
Philharmonic
Orchestra
TICKETS 224-9000

Isaiah Jackson. Music Director

Textbook thefts appear to be
on the rise at Wright State
Textbook thefts at WSU have
dramatically risen during fall and
winterquarters, according to Public Safety.
Dr. Roger Collinsworth, director of public safety, has offered some helpful tips to prevent
campus thefts:
•Never leave books or other
property unattended
•Mark books and other property for identification
•Notify Public Safety immediately of all thefis

•Report suspicious people or
activities to Public Safety at
once.
Marking textbooks for identification will help both in recovering the property and prosecuting the thief in the event it is
stolen.
Identifying textbooks with a
small sign on a center page,
close to the binding, will not
affect the book's resale value.
Other personal property can
be marked with a small engrav-

ing tool available at the Department of Public Safety. For more
information on using the engraver
call 873-2111.
For more information, or to
report suspicious activities, call
the Public Safety Communications Center at 8 73-2111 or stop
by 121 Allyn.
The communications center
is open 24 hours a day, seven
days a week. In an emergency,
call 911 for Public Safety or pick
up a campus "Help" telephone.

f
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Proposed council change may
undermine WSU student voice
By STEVE McCAIN
Editor In Chief

THE NBC LIGHTER

It's always easy for a student newsTW« lighter of choice for NBC News
paper to advocate student causes and
GREAT FOR:
whine about the university. But
• LIGHTING CIGARETTES
Wright State students now face a
•STARTING BARBECUES
situation which seems on a collision
•RIGGIN6 CRASH TESTS ON
course with the student body's abilGM TRUCKS
ity to affect university decisions.
AND MORE!
For now, it's still just discussion
of an idea that has yet to materialize;
WARNINGbut various factions of our faculty
USE OF THIS PRODUCT MAY
currently are discussing the idea of
EXPLODE CREDIBILITY.
forming an elected, representative
Faculty Senate.
This democratic notion certainly
doesn't sound threatening on the sur- drennial review committee. It's even any sense.
face. Basically — at first sight, any- more interesting to note that our StuFact is, Academic Council already
way — the faculty is trying to orga- dent Government, according to SG has a committee for faculty affairs.
nize in a way that's similar to our Chair Jeff Weller, was dissuaded And this faculty committee, like the
Student Government. Neat.
from pushing for student member- quadrennial review committee, has
At least one small segment of this ship there because, "They said they no student members.
group, however, is calling for the were just going to be updating the
In contrast, though, the commitcreation of a faculty senate in lieu of
tee for academic affairs — per=
Academic Council. But Wright
haps the student version of the
fter all, they've got a
State's current pseudo-democratic
committee for faculty affairs —
job to do and they
system relies heavily on our alldoes include faculty members.
inclusive Academic Council.
At any rate, Student Governdon't want some of those
Basically, Academic Council is
ment has issued a referendum
meddling students to get in
a collection of 40 or so Wright State
stating that students "overtheir way.
students, faculty, staff and adminiswhelmingly support the current
trators (mostly faculty) who accept
structureof Academic Council,"
the input of various representative handbook and simple things like further asserting that the abolishment
bodiesfromthroughout the univer- that."
of such council, "does not reflect
sity power structure.
And now that we know they are (our) representative democratic soLike most such bureaucratic mon- discussing more than just minor re- ciety" and asking for the appointsters, Academic Council carries with it visions — well—now they're reluc- ment of two students to the quadrensome unseemly number of commit- tant to introduce student members nial review committee.
tees and subcommittees. One such right in the middle of their proceedBut as a matter of principle, we
group, the ad hoc quadrennial reviewings. After all, they' ve got a job to do should call for much more. In defercommittee is charged every four years and they don't want some of those ence to the abject disregard this ad
with reviewing and suggesting changes meddling students to get in their way. hoc committee has shown for the
for the faculty handbook and the Aca- Others among the faculty leader- inclusion that Wright State supposdemic Council constitution.
ship say they want a Faculty Senate, edly seeks to instill, Academic CounAmong the constitutional changes but not in lieu of Academic Council, cil should laugh any radical changes
considered for this year, is abolition just as another of the pseudo-com- right out of its plush-carpeted meetof Academic Council in favor of a mittees of the AC.
ing room.
Faculty Senate. Hmmmm.
As nice as that "option" may sound Meanwhile, perhaps it's time for
At this point, it's interesting to — Weller, in fact, endorses this latter our faculty to stop assuming they
note that no students sit on this qua possibility — it still doesn't make know what's best for therestof us.
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Op-Ed
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Anti-union editorial little more than fable
Jeff Montgomery is right to
present his anti-union polemic
in the form of a fable since his
editorial contains little that is
factual. ("Companies have right
to set policy" The Guardian,
Jan. 20)
Dickens' novels are great,
but if Montgomery thinks
exploitation of labor is a thing
of the past, we suggest he lift
his head out of the books and
take a look around.
Even in the best of circumstances, workers don't "take an
equal share in the profit of their
labor." Otherwise, there would
be norich,no middle class, no
working class and no poor.

Everyone would take home
roughly the same amount of
ven in the best of cirmoney. Or does Mr. Montcumstances, workers
gomery subscribe a more
unequal meaning to the
don't "take an equal share in
words "equal share"?
the profit of their labor."
Mr. Montgomery thinks
sweatshops are "long gone." —
Well then, what does he call
a job that pays only $400 or $500 a able. Perhaps he'll take a course in
month? That's hardly enough to
political economy someday and
pay the rent and utilities and buy
learn about the global economy.
groceries, let alone send a son like That means that corporate rule is
Jeff Montgomery— who is in
the law of every land, not just the
such obvious need of a quality
good ole U.S. of A.
education — to Wright State.
And that also means high
All of Montgomery's abstract
unemployment, which is why
talk about employers "being
workers don't just up and leave,
stripped of theirrights"is laughdespite the poor treatment they

E

receive from Marriott.
Finally, should Marriott fail,
Montgomery can rest assured
that it won't be because of the
extravagant pay and benefits it
gives its workers. Corporations
like Marriott believe, as does
Montgomery, that they can
"treat their employees any way
they wish."
It is this treatment, and not
some vague hatred of management, that impels workers to
form and join unions.
Jenny Campbell et al
United Electrical, Radio and
Machine Workers of America
UE Local 792

Relationships suffer from lack of communication
Men and women need to inform
each other of their sexual priorities
I am writing this letter in
concern of what I see as the
growing lack of communication
between men and women
concerning sex and sexual
relationships.
As I have studied at WSU for
the past year and a half, I have
slowly sobered to the fact that,
for the most pan, the vast
majority of men and women
rarely communicate their true
feelings to one another without
fear of some form of retribution.
When I have had the opportunity to listen to women talk
amongst themselves, and then
listened to how most of my male
peers explain sexual relationships, not only do I hear and feel
two different worlds, but at
times two frighteningly incompatible ones.
I am generally not one to get

relationship or general situation
in life, but inherently I believe
that if we cannot express our
desire for one another without
involved in social issues or
fear of malice and retribution,
organizations just to feel that
then we might as well forget
I'm doing something good,
about love itself.
and this time is no different.
In truth, I'm getting tired of
I am writing because, to the
showing my affections for a
best of my knowledget no one
woman, only to be treated as if
else has publicly put their neck on
I've committed some kind of
the line to address this most serious hell with it, I know what I want
atrocity.
aspect of human relations.
and I'm going to get it?"
But who knows? Maybe I
Inherently, the uniqueness of a
Or do some of us (which I
have, and don't know any
male-female relationship is not just happen to believe is the overdifferent because the woman
that it is the most primary and
whelming majority) say "Well,
never said anything. So let's
fundamental way to propagate the better wait and deprive myself
start talking.
species, but that we are forced to
some ecstacy, so I don't royally
If any of you have the stomach
come together if we are to make
mess up someone else's life?"
to begin to deal with this issue, I
this happen.
These are very difficult questions recommend AGAINST OUR
For many, the question is how?
I'm sure many of you have answered Wlf L, Men, Women, and Rape by
Do we get drunk on Friday or
to some degree or another.
Susan Brownmiller. This i; a book
Saturday nights, act as if we've lost
I only hope that a few of you — for those who want to get through
a little self-control, so we can trick maybe just one of you — will take the manure and get down to the
ourselves into believing we're not
the chance to talk to your friends,
heart of the matter.
doing what we most certainly
lover(s), and associates about how
know we are?
you feel. I know that doing so may Walter Poelzing - Junior
Do some of us simply say "The
seriously jeopardize your work.
Math Major

I

believe that if we can
not express our desire
for one another without
fear of malice and retribution, then we might as well
forget about love itself.

I
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News

Requirements change for student workers
An administrative decision has
been reached affecting the summer
student employment policy.
In order for students to be employed on campus during the summer, they must attend c lasses during
the entire term they are employed.
The following conditions apply:
•Undergraduate students employed summer C term must be registered for a minimum of six credit

hours during C term or three hours
both A and B terms.
•Graduate students employed
summer C term must be registered
for a minimum of four credit hours
during C term or two credit hours
during both A and B terms.
•Undergraduate students employed either summer A or summer
B terms must be registered for a
minimum of three credit hours dur-

ing the term in which they arc employed.
•Graduate students employed
cither summer A or summer B terms
must be registered fora minimum of
two credit hours during the term in
which they arc employed.
Students will be allowed to work
up to 40 hours a week if they arc
employed during the summer school

New Nexus editor named
Kayt Hoke has been named
the new editor of Nexux, WSU's
literary magazine. Hoke is a secondary English education major
in her second year of study at
WSU.
She has previously served as
an editorial assistant and as assistant poetry and fiction editor. She

has been working at Nexus since
fall 1991. She previously served
as managing editor at Dash ofthe
Pen, an area literary magazine.
Submissions for Nexus can
be delivered to its office at 006
University Center. For more information, call the Nexus office
at 873-2031.
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There are many cancer
organizations. Some good,
some not so good, but only
your American Cancer
Society has the sword. Look
for it before you give. For
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Blaze lights up the comedy stage
By SCOTT COPELAND
Spotlight Editor
Comedian Tommy Blaze is the
next event on the University Center
Board Schedule. He'll perform in
the Rathskeller Feb. 23 at 5 p.m.
"My show is about differences
between men and women and how
we act in arelationship,"Blaze says.
For example, "1 talk about the differences in the way men and women
treat their clothing, the importance
we place on it, the planning involved
in terms of what we're going to
wear."
Blaze has appeared on MTV and
Showtime. "It's very different doing television than doing comedy
clubs or even colleges," he says.
"There's so many little things that
are different that can throw you off."
"In the comedy club, the audience is enveloped in darkness. The
stage is lit, that's it. When you do
television, everybody's lit I mean
LIT like the surface of the sun. You
feel like you're standing outside. A
little bit of that can really throw a

comedian off."
"Also, when
you do TV they
laugh at everything," Blaze
continues.
"They laugh because they're
toldto.There'sa
little sign that
says applause.
So you'll say
something that's
not even a joke,
and people are
laughing. And
you're standing Tommy Blaze
there going,
'Wait a minute. Let me get to the
punchline.'"
Blaze says there isn't much difference in the material he does on
commercial television and the material he does on campus. "Almost
every joke that you'll see me do
when I work your school I've done
on television. It's the same premise,
it's the same routine, it's the same
joke, it's the same point, it's the

same attitude."
"Some of
the language
may have to
changc, but it's
the same joke.
If I want to talk
about thcdiffei ences between
what men arid
women think
about when
they're having
sex, I do those
jokes on TV."
Blaze starts
production on a
sitcom for the
Fox network next month. It's called
a show he helped develop called
Hog Heaven, and Blaze says it will
be on the Fox schedule next fall.
"In the movie When Harry Met
Sally..., there was a central question
asked: 'Can men and women truly
be friends? 'This show explores that
notion.
How did Blaze start doing college campuses? "It'spretty weird. A

club owner put me in touch with my
collcgcagcnt, who's Joey Edmunds,
who thought for sure that I'd be
great for colleges. Now, I never
thought I would be a good college
comedian. I still don't think so."
"The fellow said, 'Go ahead and
send mc a tape, and we' 11 take a look
at it.' So I sent them the tape, and he
called back and said, 'Look, I think
that you have something here.' I
said, 'I don't think that the college
students are going to like me.'"
"I've become like this big hit in
the college market, and apparently
I'm like that because I'm very different from what you guys normally
get. I still don't think I'm right
though."
"I think that what I do may be a
little too adult for you guys in terms
of what your faculty members would
like you to hear. Not what you would
like to hear. I mean, I think you're
already adults. But there arc a lot of
people who think that you might be
led astray, so to speak by my jokes.
Like I'm the pied piper or something."

How much can you get from financial aid?
By KIMBERLY BIRD
Staff Writer
Money, Money, Money. Financial aid applicants for the
1993-94 school year will experience changes in the forms and
process.
According to David Darr, director of the Financial Aid Office, the major changes are part of
are-authorizationsigned in July
1992 and implemented in phases
over the last few years.
Darr encourages all students
to comc in and pick up materials.
'Tor this year, every student in
the nation can apply for financial
aid cost-free," Darr said. "Students would be unwise not to
apply."
The federal government now
offers students imsubsidized loans
as an option. This new form of
aid. much like loans that have
existed in the past, will offer students funds for school. However,
the government won't pay the
inter est on the loan while the student is in school. Instead, students start pa> ing interest on the ir

student for independent status."
loans immediately.
At WSU, the new independence
Loans will still be offered to
students who qualify, but the criteria directly affect 398 students.
unsubsidized loan will be a new If these students wish to retain this
option for students who haven't status, they must see the financial
qualified for assistance in the past aid office to obtain further instructions on filing
Students will
f o r spccial cirno longer be concumstances.
sidered indepene re encouraging
The staff at
dent by providing
students who weren't
thefinancialaid
proof their par- eligible to now apply. Many
office has not
ents have not more students will qualify for
heard from as
claimed them asa aid."
tax exemption for
— David Dan- many of the students losing
the past two years .
their indepenand by the
dent status as expected.' 'We haven't
student's income.
The criteria for being an inde- had not much of aresponseto what
pendent student are as follows: The we thought would be a burdensome
student must be bom before Jan. 1, task," said Darr.
The analysis of the dependent
1970, be a graduate or professional
student, be married, have a depen- students' need was also adjusted.
dent for which the student is provid- Parents of dependent students will
ing more than half of the care; be an no longer have to report home eqorphan, ward of the court or a child uity. Darr expects more dependent
of deceased parents; or be a veteran students will be eligible for assistance.
of the armed services.
"We're encouraging students
"I hose students were all sent a
letter," said Darr. "If they have ex- who weren't eligible to now apply.
tenuating circumstanccs of endan- Many more students will qualify for
gennent then we can consider that aid," said Darr. Every student is now

"W'

eligible for some financial aid.
There is an unlimited dollar
amount for Stafford Loans. The
number of students receiving
loans have not been reduced because of the new unsubsidized
loans.
With 8,000 students receiving financial aid in the 1992-93
school year, the number is expected to increase next year. "We
think from a conceptual point of
view we could have 15,000 studentsreceivingaid," said Darr.
"Students will be eligible for
more loan money and less gift
money"Darr said. "Studentswill
find they are going to be financing most of their education
through loans."
To apply for all forms of financial aid. including the Perkins
Loan, College Work Study and
the Supplemental Educational
Opportunity Grant (SEOG), applications need to be submitted
by March 1. The forms are available in the Financb! Aid office,
128 Allyn Hall. For more information, the office can be contacted at 873-2321.
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TARDIS Hoppers
TARDIS Hoppers', WSU's
Doctor Who club, is considering
opening up to other forms of sciencefictionand fantasy. While the
primary focus will remain on Doctor Who, spccial meetings may include discussions on other SF/F
productions including: Star Wars,
Quantum Leap, Highlander: The
Series,Deep Space Nine, Time Trax
and Space Rangers.
The group meets again on Feb.
25 from 5 to 7 p.m. in 247 Milieu.
The event for the week will be a
contest to develop the most creative character. Examples of creative characters would be
McDaleks and Weasely Crusher.
Past club activities have included trivia contests, round-robin
story telling, Win, Lose or Draw
and watching videos.
TARDIS Hoppers does not engage in technical arguments or restriction of discussions to what is
considered "canon." Members are
not discriminated against if they
have little knowledge of the subject matter.
For those not in the know, the
TARDIS is the means by which the
Doctor travels through time and
space in the classic BBC television
series Doctor Who.
Membership is open to any
WSU students, faculty and staff
who are interested in sharing their
appreciation of Doctor Who and
science fiction/fantasy in general.
Anyone wanting more information
about TARDIS Hoppers can contact Amy Rang at 426-7061 or
through mailbox E539.
Knights of the 64
On Feb. 13, University Center
Board hosted a tournament for
WSU's chess club. Knights of the
64. First place in the tournament
went to Dave Michel: second place
went to Alex Knowlton.
The chess club is planning to
host a school championship tournament during the spring quarter
for all students.
The tournament will contain an
open section and a novice section
for players with beginning chess
experience. Prizes will go to winners in both sections. For more
information, contactclub president
Cathy Vance at 879-6462.

I
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Sueva-Q
draws up celebrities L_
By SCOTT COPKLAND
Spotlight Editor
"The reason why I like rock and
roll, and why I chase these people,
is I think rock and roll and the
whole business is very cartoony,"
Steve-O says.
Steve-O is fast turning a hobby
into a career. He is best known on
the WSU campus as the cartoonist
for Backstage Preview, the monthly
guide to Nutter Center events. He
has built up quite a collection of
autographs, photographs and stories about famous musicians.
"My first show was the Stray
Cats back in September '88 down
at Bogart's," Steve-O says. "After
1 met them, 1 was just hooked as far
as meeting bands. What a high. I
was so high that night I couldn't
even drive my car."
It would be easy to lose several
hours listening to Steve-O's many
stories. He spent 45 minutes talking backstage to Stevie Ray
Vaughn. He had a song dedicated
to him in concert by George
Thorogood. He sings the praises of
Garth Brooks, who took the time to
have a conversation with Steve-O
while everyone around them was
trying to speed Brooks along.
He drew a team picture of the
Cincinnati Reds during theirchampionship season, and Marge Schott
let him into the locker room to get
the drawing autographed by the

players.
One time, he pre
sented artwork to James
Brown onstage in the
middle of a show.
"You can tell by the
photographs that 1
took that I was not
prepared for it," he
says. "I was
wearing a baseball shirt and
cap and, you
k n o w ,
Steve-O
James, my man,
he's decked out in a suit and his
whole band — You could just tell
there was something really wrong."
Steve-O describes his name.
"It's not like I hate my name," he
says,"but my name is Steve Smith,
and it is pretty simple, and I used to
sign my stuff Smith for so long."
"There's a buddy of mine, his
name's Reggie Anderson, he's got
his own shoe store off Gettysburg
in downtown Dayton. He's a really
good friend of mine. I've known
him for a long time. He always
calls me Steve-O. 'Hey, Steve-O.
How's my pal Steve-O?"'
"He just started calling me that,
and people picked upon that where
I worked, and people kept calling
me that, and then my friend started
calling me that. And it was like,
'Hey.Ikindoflike that! Il'skindof
likeDano.orHarry-O.' Has a little
flair to it, you know?"

Applying

Why are the Beatles
so important today?
By ERIC ROBINETTE
Staff Writer

s self-portrait
"I'm really disgusted because I
learned there is a Steve-O
weightlifter. There's a wrestler or
something named Steve-O. This
bums me out I'm not original. But
I'll be Steve-O the cartoonist."
"It sounds fun, doesn't it?
Doesn't it sound like a fun name?
Doesn't it sound like a car you'd
drive, or a drink you'd order? 'I'll
have a Steve-O, please.' Like a
bubbly drink."
Bubbly may be the right word
to describe Steve-O. When he walks
into the Nutter Center's marketing
office, it clearly brightens. Just
before his interview, he handed out
valentines to the whole staff. He
clearly enjoys them, and the feeling is mutual.
"He's a great guy. I'd do anything for h im," says one staff member. Adds another, "This guy'sgoing to be famous one day."

to Grad

The scene: the Beatles' first
American press conference: A
reporter asks, "How do you account for your success?" John
Lcnnon answers, "We have a
press agent."
Okay, so that doesn't really
explain why the Beatles are the
most important and successful
musical group in history. However, it is a small example of what
made the Beatles great: daring to
be different. Ever adventurous,
the group always strove to make
themselves distinct, even in nonmusical matters like hairstyle,
album covers and fielding questions from the media
Can little things like haircuts,
pictures and jokes at press conferences make that much of a
difference, you ask? In the Beatles' case, absolutely. Sure, the
music played the biggest pan in
their success, but it was their unusual appearance and their winning charm that made them so
accessible. This accessibility allowed the Beatles to lead the way
in their countless innovations.
Their most significant innovation was probably their ability
to make every song they recorded
worthwhile, including album
tracks like "And I Love Her,"
"Nowhere Man" and "Here,
There and Everywhere." Before
ihc Beatles came along, album
tracks and B-sides were little more
than throwaways thai were never
listened to more than once.
However, the Beatles' attention to quality slowly but surely

School?

s p o t l i g hit
<2D m u s i c

turned the album into a cohesive
work of art. After Sgt. Pepper s
Lonely Hearts Club Band was
released in 1967, the album had
replaced the single as the
musicians' primary work.
The Beatles also made selfwritten songs and meaningful
lyrics popular in the music world.
Admittedly, the Beatles were not
the first to pull off these feats:
Buddy Holly wrote his own material, and Bob Dylan wrote
searching lyrics from the start of
his career.
However, the Beatles' popularity gave original material and
revealing lyrics in songs like
"Help!" and"In My Life"a larger
audience than they ever had before. As a result, they became a
pan of musical culture and gave
pop music new validity.
The Beatles did not stop at
giving pop a new validity. TTiey
also increased its scope by mastering a wide variety of musical
styles over the course of their
career. Their more than 200songs
include cheerful tunes ("I Feel
Fine"), immortal ballads ("Yesterday"), blistering rock ("Revolution"), cabaret ("When I'm
Sixty-Four"),Just plain silly
("Yellow Submarine"), and still
others. "TV Beatles are a truly
universal band; they offer something for everyone.
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College Park
Apartments

Nobody docs it better
than College Park Apartments!

Dear Wrighi State Students,
at Wright St.ii- Unr

During your coming school year, it will be most
important to you that you live in a carefree and
comfortable living environment. At College Park
Apartments, we offer you the most helpful staff
and the nicest place you can call home.
You should be aware of the differences in the
types of quality housing available for you at
Wright State University. Let the professionals at
Wright-Patt Gem City Realty work with you in
order to help you find that perfect place.

New for the
1993-94 School Year!
Located at 2184 Zink Road
(2 blocks north of Meijer)

SPECIAL FEATURES
1. Location to Wright State University
2. Location to Restaurants & Shopping
3. Sand Volleyball court

GENERAL FEATURES

RENTAL INFORMATION
1993/94

Your comfort is our Number One Goal.

3TT ^

Rates Lower and Rooms Larger
Than Dorms

ol
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O

4-Bedroom Apartments with
Two Full Baths
Dishwasher and Microwave in Every
Apartment
Washer and Dryer in Every Apartment

.132 square leet

Patio or Balcony
Security Peephole and Deadbolt
Lock
2 Different Floorplans
Professionally Managed By:
Wright-Patt G^m City Realty
,066 square feet

LEASE TERM:

September 1,1993 - August 26,
1994

RENTAL RATES: $840 per month ($210 per tenant)
4-Bedroom Unit for 4 Tenants
DEPOSIT:

$210 per Tenant/Lease Term

RESERVATIONS: To reserve a unit each tenant is
required to sign a lease, put down
a $210 security deposit, complete
our Tenant Information Sheet, and
have their parents or guardians
sign our Guarantee Form.
UTILITIES:

City utilites are included in rent;
tenants pay electric, telephone
and cable television.

UNIT REQUESTS: Specific requests for unit location
are considered on a first-come,
first-serve basis. Units are assigned at a later date.
For more information phone: (513) 878-2221
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College Park
A. p n rt m en ts
at Wright State University

Fairborn's Newest Apartment Complex

EXCLUSIVELY FOR WRIGHT STATE STUDENTS!
Now Leasing for the 1993-94 School Year

•

College Park jjg^
Apartments
WRIGHT STATE
UNIVERSITY

For More Information Phone:
(513) 878-2221
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Student Government voices student concerns
By MARTHA HOWARD
Assistant Spotlight Editor
Why should WSU studemsconccm themselves with the activities
of Student Government? After all,
many students are on campus
merely long enough to attend class
before rushing off to work. Only a
small percentage of students reside
on campus. So why bother?
"Right now, student tuition pays
50 percent of the actual running of
this university," said J. Jeffrey
Weller, SG chair. "It didn't used to
be that way. It used to be subsidies
from the state that used to cover
that amount."
Student Government is an important link between students, faculty, staff and administrators, according to Weller. "Whether it's
trying to get a football team on
campus or whether it's trying to
help a student with a faculty/student problem he or she has, we're
here to help that student," he said.
"Our mission is to serve students."
"I think what's important for
students to realize is that if it deals

with this university and affects the
students. Student Government
should know about it." Weller said.
"Another thing that Student
Government does that reaches
straight up to students and that I
think is the best way we can reach
out to students is through college
representatives," Weller said.
Students' concerns arc voiced
by the representatives they elect.
Members of each college selcct a
student within that college to represent their collective interests
These representatives, along with
councils made upof delegates from
clubs and organizations sponsored
by that college, determine students'
wants and needs.
"The assembly members that
are elected by each college are required through our constitution to
set up councils and to talk with
students," Weller said.
College representatives and
council members then communicate the general concerns of the
students they represent to other
members of the student assembly,
the SG chair and the SG cabinet.

Photo by Soon Cozzolino

SG Chair J. Weller (far right) discusses the issues at a recent Student Government meeting.
Unlikecollege representatives, new
Cabinet members inform fac- dents in turn advise the student
cabinet members are appointed ulty, staff and administrators of assembly and SG chair of matters
each spring by the incumbent mem- students' concerns at university
see "SG"
continued on page 10
committee meetings. These stuber.
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Although the plot tends to be
about as clear as mud, the movie as
a whole stil I works for two reasons:
director Gus Van Sant's intriguing
visuals and River Phoenix's imFILM
pressive performance. (Eric RobiThe Temp • • •
A better breed of the
from nette) Playing Thursday at 10p.m.
hell movie, because the subtext is and Friday at 8 p.m. in 116 Health
more complex, the hero is flawed, Sciences.
the villain doesn't go psycho loo
Ceddo
quickly and the ending is more
UCB continues its independent
ambiguous. (Scott Copcland)
film schedule by showing a political
thriller from Africa, (not reUntamed Heart zero
The first nominee for worst di- viewed) Playing Sunday at 7 p.m.
rector of 1993 is Tony Bill for in 116 Health Sciences.
Untamed Heart. From the inept
Cry Freedom • • • • •
flashback credit sequence to the
A seriously underrated movie
asinine final shot. Bill has fashioned a shallow overwrought this- based on a true story. South Afriis-what-HolIywood-thinks-ro- can journalist Donald Woods
mance-is movie that also cynically (Kevin Kline) has his eyes opened
uses attempted rape as a plot point. to the injustice of apartheid by
See Sommersby instead. (Scott Steven Biko (Denzel Washington,
in his first Oscar-nominated perCopeland)
formance). Critics objected to this
My Own Private Idaho -kick because the movie is seen through
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contfnued from pag« 9
discussed at these meetings that
may affect students. Representatives then inform their electors of
appropriate issues.
"A lot of information comes
through this organization," Weller
said. "We need to get it out to the
students."
Students should feel comfortable asking their college representatives or any member of Student
Government for assistance or information, Weller said. He also
encourages all students to take part
in the campus political process.
"1 think it's harder sometimes
to get students (attending a metropolitan university) involved in
things because they're so busy,"
Weller said.
Weller believes students who
participate in Student Government
are truly interested in serving their
peers. "They aren't students that
are just looking for a resume
builder," he said, "they're looking
to make a difference."
"Somebody who works another
job on the side and does get involved with Student Government
or gets involved in their fraternity
or sorority or gets involved in a
club, whatever that might be, they
make that time out for that," Weller
said.
"You'd better believe if they're
working a job and they're going to
school, writing papers and taking
exams and they're making time to
go to this club meeting, they want
to make a difference."

a white man's eyes. These critics
missed that the movie is still compelling, and it tells a very important story. (Scou Copeland) Playing this week on video in the Rat.

MUSIC
Eazy E
5150 Home 4 Tha Sick *
The record company must have
been sick to put this one out. The
only salvation is Naughty By
Nature's production on the first
single, "Only If You Want It." No
thanks, I'll pass. (Chris Joseph)
Elvis Costello and the
Brodsky Quartet
The Juliet letters * * *
The Brodsky Quartet is a renowned London-based classical
ensemble. Costello is one of alternative rock's greatest songwriters.
You'd think their collaboration
would be more interesting than it
is. They get points for try ing something different, but neither panici-

Timothy Hutton has a friendly conversation with Lara Flynn
Boyle In The Temp.
These guys resemble a mix I
pant seems to be trying very hard.
Don't get me wrong, the writing heard best described as: 1/4 De La
and playing is as skillful as always, Soul east coast kookincss, 1/4 Leadbut rarely is it inspired. (Andrew ers of the New School hypeness, 1 /
4 Da Lench Mob L. A. attitude, and
Rogers)
the last 1/4 their own unique rhyming styles. Don't sleep on somePharcyde
Bizarre Ride to the Pharcyde thing as innovative and fun as the
Pharcyde. (Chris Joseph)
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IT WITH A FRIEND
PRICE ON SECOND PAIR OF GLASSE
• Both don't have to be the same prescription
• Customer can share the offer with a friend or family
O
• We'll even pair up strangers in the store, so you get the
•I
uving, and make a new friend
good till 3-3-93

$
%

50
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OFF FbLojjf RALPH LAUREN
EYEWEAR

• Offers subtle detail identifying a product of high
quality and craftmanship
Rood till 3-3-93
• Easily adjustable for a comfortable fit
• Accents classic styling expected from a Pok'/Ralph
Lauren product.

Not Valid With Any Other Offers or Prior Purchase

5532 Airway Rd. Dr. F. M. Davis
(Near Page Manor Theatre)

Doctor of Optometry
Master of Divinity

252-6044

El

Sunday - Thursday
4 pm - midnight

Any
Large 14"
11tem Pizza
Delivered

$t%.m

Hey Raiders,
this offer is just
for you. For
Wright State
and
surrounding
apartments
only.
Extra items
$.95 each
Not Valid with
any other offers

Convenient Office Hours:Mon.-Fri. 9am - 7pm SaL 10am - 6pm
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Wright State, Dayton renew rivalry
By GREG BILLING
Sports Editor

For Ralph Underhill, it doesn't
matter how Wright Slate and Dayton agreed to resume its rivalry on
the basketball court, it only matters
that the two schools are doing it.
Men's Swimming/
"Everybody said they waited
until we graduated a lot of these
Diving
guys
and then they would play us."
Did not compete
said Underhill. WSU's basketball
coach. "That's all right with mc if
Women's Swimming/ that's the case. We have a chance
Diving
to recruit some guys and wc have
some guys coming back, too."
Did not compete
Those returning players have a
chance to do something no other
Raider team has accomplished
since 1990 — play the Flyers.
In that game, Wright State deFROM LAST WEEK feated
the Flyers 101-99 in front of
a packed UD Arena. The teams
Men's Basketball
WSU def. Ill-Chicago 96-88 OT met for the first time in 1987, with
Photo by Scon Cwzdino
WSU def. Valparaiso 79-67 Dayton humbling the Raiders 89- WSU's Bill Edwards (under basket) keyed the Raider attack Feb. 15 as they defeated
71, also at UD Arena.
The schools announced the Valparaiso 79-67. Edwards, seventh In the nation In scoring and first In the Mid-Con In
Women's Basketball
agreement Feb. 12 at a joint press scoring and rebounding, also helped WSU beat Illinois-Chicago 96-88 In overtime Feb. 13.
Valparaiso def. WSU 125-87 conference held at the Day ton ConIll.-Chicago def. WSU 75-60 vention Center. They will meet
"I'm very happy. I think its ously emotions will be very, very will be the beginning, hopefully, of
twice during the 1993-94 season, very exciting for the basketball high and both teams want to be a very long-term profitable relaMen's Swimming/Diving
thefirstgame at Dayton and the world and certainly for the Dayton very well prepared for both games," tionship between both schools."
And a no-lose situation for fans
Did not compcte
second at Wright State. After that, area," O'Brien said. "I'm sure he said.
they meet once a year through the Ralph and I look forward to the day The problem of not playing in of both schools.
But even with all the hype,
1997-98 season at alternate sites, this has some national significance. the past was assessed by Dayton's
Women's Swimming/
beginning with the Nutter Center. When you knock heads in a game scheduling difficulties in the Mid- Underhill doesn't want his Raiders
Diving
to
lose
sight of Wright State's priNo matter which school wins that may eventually be aired on western Collegiate, but the move
Did not competc
each game, the community can't ESPN, that's what arivalrylike to the Great Midwest cleared room mary goal — winning Mid-Continent Conference games.
on the Flyers' schedule.
this should be all about."
lose.
"They are in a conference and
"I think it's a matter of time
Although it may be awhile be"If you took a poll of the fans in
Dayton, we'd all agree that would fore therivalryreaches the level of before this worked out. Our sched- we are in a conference. You have to
be
more
concerned about the conbe the one game everyone wants to Cincinnati's Crosstown Shootout uling has changed now that wc
see" saidTed Kissel, Dayton'sath- between Cincinnati and Xavicr, have changed leagues," O'Brien ference than one big game, or two
O' Brien is confident emotions will said. "I think it has taken place next year, and then you have to
Feb. 18
letic director.
fairly quickly and this will give the bouncerightback into conference
Dayton coach Jim O'Brien run high before thefirsttip-off.
Men's Basketball vs. Wiscon"This type of situation, obvi- fans a double dose thefirstyear. It play," Underhill said.
agreed.
sin-Green Bay
Women's Basketball vs.
Cleveland St
"All wc did was try to get the happen."
charge those under them toget things
By GREG BILLING
Feb. 20
resolved," said Ted Kissel, UD's thing set up so it would work out for Mulhollan agreed.
Sports Editor
"Our participation was necesWomen's Basketball vs.
athletic director. "I think having the each of our programs. I think from
Youngstown St.
Every now and then, when pro- presidents decide to make it happen the perspective of the community, sary, but it wasn't just us," he said.
"A
lot of the community was interMen's Basketball vs. N.
gression hits a lull, a helpful push was certainly the thing that got it getting the two schools to play. I
over the hurdle." According to Fitz, think wc have come to a pretty good ested in this. I think everybody evIllinois
can do wonders.
Wright State President Paige he and Mulhollan were attending a consensus at UD that that's a good erywhere is happy to see this happen."
Mulhollan and University of Day- January meeting in Dayton when thing for us to do."
Feb. 22
"We are very happy to be playEven though the presidents were
President Bro. Raymond Fitz the topic of basketball arose.
Men's Basketball at E. Illinois ton
"Wc started to talk about it and the driving force behind the deal, ing Wright State," added Fitz. "I've
both gave their respective schools a
nudge, enabling them to reach an after a few phone calls and working both admit they didn't do it alone. been to the N utter Cen ter, bu t not for
"There were a lot of factors that a basketball game. I think it's a
Feb. 24
agreement to renew the men's bas- with people on both sides, we got it
to happen," Fitz said. "I think the helped cement the situation," Fitz beautiful facility. 1 think it's someSwimming/Diving at Mid- ketball rivalry.
"Having the two presidents get athletic directors had been talking said. "I think the biggest thing was thing Wright State can be proud of.
Con Championships
together, when you get things up to on aregularbasis. There had been the cooperation between the presi- It's arealgood thing for the whole
dents. But all the factors just made it community."
that level, those people can always goodrelationsand discussions."

Women's Basketball
Sonja Cecil

The Scores

Spans

EBBSEaa

Presidents give a hand in basketball agreement
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Wright State WSU has a recipe for Mid-Con success

overdoses
on the losses

Every Friday for the past three
weeks the father of a former WSU
swimmer walked the team through
visualization and relaxation techBy JEREMY DYER
niques.
Assistant Sports Editor
"Obviously nerves are thin at
this point of year," Liddy said.
If defeat is a bitter pill to swalNerves may be especially thin
low. then the Wright State women's
for WSU's freshman swimmers and
basketball team has taken the entire
divers.
bottle.
Atfirst,Liddy considered a pep
Feb. 9, the Raiders traveled to
talk for the younger swimmers, but
Valparaiso to avenge an earlier twoearly in the season he changed his
point loss at home. Instead, the Crumind.
saders pummeled Wright State,
"I thought originally during the
shooting 57 percent from the floor
year that I would talk to the freshand 10 of 26 from three-point range
men, but when we went to the
to crnisc to a 125-87 victory.
SpcedoCup in December, Arizona
"We shot 46 percent from the
State, Michigan, Iowa, Michigan
floor and scored 87 points which is
State and schools of that like were
our second highest total all year,"
there. When I saw how they resaidWSUcoachTerryHall/'You'd
sponded against those kind of
think we could win, but not when
teams, I don't think there's any
someone is shooting 57 percent from
more or less pressure at that meet
the floorand hitting all those threes."
than at our conference championSenior center Peggy Yingling
ship. They're doing a great job and
rauoers nop* to defend Mid-con titles by diving head first Into the championships.
scoredaWSUseason-high21 points
I don' t want to upset the apple crate
in the loss. Wright State tried to By JEREMY DYER
while increasing quality. Monday
"We tell them about it... but it's at all by talking to them about it. If
regroup at home against the Univer- Assistant Sports Editor
and Tuesday before the meet, the up to them to cany through with I start talking to them about it, they
sity of Illinois-Chicago on Feb. 13.
team will only enter the water to that plan. We want them to stay might get more nervous," he said.
Despite limited play from top
In cooking, the key to a great loosen up.
away from grease and other things
Going into the championships,
scorers Yingling and Lori Collins, meal is in the preparation. For the
Liddy said he is also concerned that arc not going to help them WSU has a number of aces up their
both of whom were in early foul Wright State swimming and div- with diet and has the team on a produce lifetime bests."
sleeves, including ending the regutrouble, WSU held a 32-26 lead at ing teams, preparation may be the carbohydrate-loading plan, eating
Liddy also said he asks the team lar season with a string of wins.
the half. Freshman forward Sonja key to roasting the competition at foods such as pasta, bread and po- to curtail physical activity outside
The women's team finished with
Cecil kept WSU in the game by the Mid-Continent Conference tatoes while avoiding junk food.
the pool.
wins over Xavier and Cincinnati
scoring 12pointsoff the bench in the championships Feb. 23-27 at
"We want them putting things
"We try to keep them away while the men took their last six
first half.
Cleveland State.
in their mouths, whether it be drink from HPR classes this quarter," he meets.
Two quick goals by Collins put
After guiding the men's team or food, that will give them maxi- said. "You get a nice day out and
"You want to end the season on
the Raiders up by 10 at the start of to a 10-2 record, and the women to mum results for nutrition," he said. you want to go out and throw the
a winning note and the longer that
the second half, but UIC began to 8-4, WSU coach Matt Liddy is "So cut out the pop and drink ice Frisbcc in the grass and you may
winning note lasts, the more posiwhittle away at the WSU defense. preparing his teams on a number of water like it's going out of style. slick your foot in a hole and sprain
tive reaction you get from your
"They put their press on, we levels.
Have spagheui but without sauce your ankle. Then seven months of kids," Liddy said. "Had we lost
didn't run our press offense," said
First on the priority list is resL and meat. Have a potato without training are basically washed away.
one meet then won the last one, it
Hall. "We just threw lazy passes all
Morning workouts ended last sour cream and butter."
They have to be smart and think would have been on a winning note
over thefloor.They intercepted them week as the team gradually tapers
Liddy said suggesting the diet about these things."
but what about that one we just
and scored. I don't know what hap- down to an hour of practice in the is one thing, but enforcing it is
Not all of Liddy's preparation lost? They probably can't remempened to our press offense."
afternoon, decreasing yardage another.
is physical.
ber their last loss. It's been awhile."
UIC tied the game at 38-38 with
15:48togoin the second half. Wright
TAKE
YOUR
BEST
SHOT AND SEE
State fought back for a seven point
lead at9:08 but then fell apart UIC's
*§& Lose up to 30 lbs. in 30 days
defense dug in, holding WSU to
• BURNS FAT
100% natural, Dr. Formulated
only four points in the final six and
a half minutesof the game to win 75• INCREASES ENERGY
FDA Approved
to the PUyen Theatre
60. Hall pointed to several areas of
Box Office or any
• CONTROLS APPETITE 100% money back guarantee
the game where WSU needed im•ncketMuter Location
and you may purchase
provement
up to four tickets at the
'They were very careless with the
CALL 449-9953 (WSU ALUMNI)
apodal reduced price of
ball Sometimes they get into th is stage
97.SO E A C H
where they think the other team is
stupid and can't play and they expose
!
EA T I
the ball to the defense. They didn't
Box O f f i c e TickefM aster
644-8425
431-3600
execute on offense or defense. Just
fcttoyr or SotuiOoy Evening Performance
total collapse of execution on both
Mmf Stow snx**ot ksentifcxmon .
A NEW MUSOi BY STEPHEN SONDHBM
Cocpon Mu« bm PT—
ends of thefloor,"she said.

DIET Magic

Special Student Discount

(Barber
& Slyle.SIu>fL

The Raiders are now 8-13 , and
tied with Cleveland State for sixth
place in the Mid-Continent Conference at 4-7. WSU will get to defend
its place when it plays Cleveland
State Feb. 18 at the Nutter Center.

7 days a week
9-5 M-F
9:30-4 Sat.
11-4 Sun.

Now open Sundays
PHONE: 253-9751
Page Manor
Shopping Center

at TVT> * o* PurctxM

FEBRUARY 17 • MARCH 21

*+

0B**

THIS PRODUCTION CONTAINS STRONG LANGUAGE AND ADULT THEMES.
TO ENSURE THE SAFETY OF THE CAST AND AUDIENCE. NO ONE WILL BE
ADMITTED ONCE THE PUT HAS BEGUN.
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Wright State splits doubleheader
Kennedy made a breakaway layup
to give the Raiders the lead for good
as they held on for a 44-43 win.
The tight game didn't surprise
After Cincinnati and Wright
State finished battling a weekend WSU coach Andy Krieger.
"I was hoping for a light game,"
doubleheader inmen'swheelchair
basketball,each team leftthe court Krieger said."If wedidn'tplay well,
we could have easily lost by 15 or 20
with one win apiece.
The first game proved to be points."
Krieger was also pleased with
tight, coming down to the final
the defensive effort of the Raiders
minute.
Neither team had more than a against Cincinnati's big men.
"We had a plan coming in here,
two-point lead in thefirsthalfwsre
where we wanted to try to pressure
tied 16-16 at the half.
The second half belonged to the ball handler and try to keep the
John Gould and the Raiders as big men out of the lane," he said.
Gouldrippedoff 16of his 22 points. "You put a liule pressure on them
Tied at 37-37, Cincinnati and they'll throw the ball out of
scored the next four points before bounds a couple of times and they
the Raiders answered. Todd Cox did that."
Game two proved to be a differhit a clutch three pointer to cut the
Slammers" lead to one with 1:51 ent story for WSU as the Slammers
worked the ball inside, helping them
left
Thirty seconds later, Bill to a 45-38 victory.

By ROBB ERVIN
Associate Writer

fee

tore

2812 Colonel Glenn Hwj. across from Y/S.V. next to Chi Chi's.

Up to 80% off on Software
for college faculty, students and staff.

WordPerfect DOS,Windows & Mac
$135.00
Microsoft Word for Windows
$159.00
Microsoft Excel Windows & Mac
$159.00
Lotus 1-2-3
3.1
$129.00
dBase IV
$199.95
Borland C++ Windows & DOS
$149.95
Borland C++ w/application frameworks...$249.95
Aldus PageMaker 4.0
$198.95
the College Store stocks hundreds of Entertainment
and Educational Software Titles.

427-3338

Coming Soon

Todd Cox poured in 21 points to
lead the Raiders. Krieger wasn't
unhappy with the loss, butcxpcctcd
more from his offense.
"We didn't create (offensively)
as well as we should have," Krieger
said. "Wc just stood around."
The Raiders also suffered from
lack of depth.
"They had a bench they could
rotate in and out and right now we
arc only seven deep," Krieger said.
Overall, Krieger credited his
team with a job well done.
"I think our players didrealwell,"
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Get squashed at
the P.E. Building

A game less painful than it
sounds is the focus of attention
Feb. 23 at the Physical Education
Building as a squash clinic takes
place at 7 p.m.
Squash — originally started at
the turn of the century—resembles
racquetball, but it does have some
differences, according to Dennis
Moore, an avid squash player.
"You play in a similar court
with similar dimensions," Moore
Krieger said.
"I'm real proud of the team and said. "Squash has more strategy
for people to win. You can play all
the way they handled this."
This was the final WSU home your life and still be competitive."
Also, a squash ball is smaller
game this season, and the last for
seniors Cox, Gould, Steve Paxton and travels faster than its racquetball counterpart.
and Ed Curtis.
The clinic is hosted by the DayWSU travels to Indianapolis Feb.
21, to take on the Indy Olympians. ton Squash Racquet Association,

and will provide the necessary
equipment — eye protection,
racquets, balls — to participate in
the clinic. Non-marking court shoes
and appropriate attire should be
worn.
"It's a liule more difficult to
play (than racquetball)," Moore
said. "There are a number of ways
you can play to make it competitive," he said. "Personally, 1 find
squash a better workout It doesn't
tear my body up as much."
Squash originally was played
outdoors, but moved inside and
soon became a sport for men's
clubs. It was recently a demonstration sport at the Pan-American
Games and is rapidly growing in
popularity, Moore said.

NEW AND
IMPROVED
HOURS!

PUT
YOUR
VALUABLES
INA
SAFE
PLACE

Effective February 16, 1993,
our new office hours will be:

Monday - Friday
9:00 AM - 4:30 PM
NOTE
We will no longer close for lunch.

•ftV
\ Psssst..
\ Hey you, with the
J books...You look
j like you need a

[ TWo-fer
\\ TViesday!

FIND OUT H O W TO BECOME
A WPCU MEMBER
Just stop by our office in Allyn Hall,
OR call us at 873-3151
for complete information.
WRiqhT'PATT CREdiT UisioN
Allyn Hall • Room 151
873-3151

Helmets makeridingmore comfortable and fun. Not to mention safer.
Protect your most valuable
asset. Aiwavs wear a helmet.

W
MOTORCYCLE SAFETY FOUNDATION
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COMICS & GAMES
39 HHI
dweller
40 M a k e o v e r
43 Metric
surface
meaaure
44 Furthre
look
46 R o c k y h i l l
47 Gamini
star
49 I aether
band
SI O a h u w r a a t h
53 H e a d l i n e s
54 F o r m a l
procedure
56 M o t h e r
of Z a u i
56 P i n e a w a y
65 Aim
66 Dares

flavoring
plants

24
25
28
30

Despot
Precipitoui
King Cole
Stuck in
the m u d
34 Usurer
36 — M o i n e s
36 Lighthearted

DOWN
1 Fifty
percent
2 Spiced slaw
3 Inca
country
4 Perfumed
S Thrusting
weapon
6 Highway
Jivider
J Leprechaun
country
I Apportion
9 Ridges
ol rock
10 K a n s a s c H y
u Lanai least
12 H e l p e r :
a tor.
i j Entangla
21 C a n d l a

67 " T h U —

22 S M M I

sudden!"
66 Concerning
6 9 L a w f u l : si.
70 S p a n i s h
cheers
71 T r e n e m H
72 B e t e l p a l m
73 B e n d s o n e ' s
heed

potato
Rebuffs
Doctrine
C o m a In
Lore
greatly
31 L a s s o
32 Mistake
33 Fabric
tinters
25
26
27
29

MflGICWORD

3 5 Soak f l a x
35" Dry, in
wine
41 A n n o y i n g
one
4 2 K i n d of

w

...

- - -

v.

UUUH mi u w

puzzie.

You il Imc m e * * words *1 a« duccUont — homonlally. vertically. diagonally backward*. Draw a circle around each letter ol a word found in the puaile. then atrike H off ttie bat
Circling It Will show a letter ha* been used but will leave it
v i s M e should 11 also form p a n ol another word. Find the b»a
word* first. When lettars of all listed words are circled, you'll
hav* the given number ol letter* left over They'll *peH oul
your MAGICWORD.

YOUR 1993 CALENDAR (Sol.: 11 letters)
A-Anniversary, April, August. Autumn; BBirthday; D Daily, Date, December; E-Engagement. Event; F-February, Friday; H-Holiday; JJanuary, Jot down. July. June; L-List; MMarch, Memoranda, Monday; N-Names,
November; O-October; P-Party. Planner; S-Sat
urday. Schedule, Season, Spring. Summer, Sunday; T-Thursday. Time record. Tuesday: WWeek, Winter

59 First
class
60.Mountain
lake
61 G i g a n t i c
62 European
capital
63 S e c o n d h a n d
64 H u r l

GS P D D R O C E R E M I T O
N E N A D N A R O ME MJ H C
I AMI F Y A D N O M P U U T
RS U L E A Y A D I RF L R O
P O T Y B D H O L 1 DAYS B
SNUARSUNDAYREDE
ETADUEMSEMANDAR
EYYRAUNAJ S UREYE
LATURTURRJ OECNN
UDRTYGEEICNBEWN
DHAAUMVTTTHMMOA
ETPSMI NNSMEEBDL
HRTUNELIRPAVETP
CI S N V A L W E E K O R O N
S B A E N G A G E ME N T J T

1 1993 '-Hunt Vega Saracat

TrarTfn

Office Politics

\arnm

ft* TH1&W1H6,

6**H*

[LET os

IrMCMftjRXH/.

iET$2&BATB!

M 9 9 3 Ttibwte M * n a Services

'Halverstadt and his government gram dried up about the same

Word Jumble

Crossword Answers

ZYZID

in

Magic word Answer

YACENG

Trrm
JURNIY
Listen before you buy at our CD Bar
f

Hans, Helge and John invite you to visit any
of their three locations.

Beavercreek

Lazarus Kettering Center

Corners at the Mall

Corner o l Dorothy l a n e

Si Rt 725 Between
the Dayton Mall & i-75

S Woodman
m Kettering

Near Toy s H' Us

WHAT THE PLUMBER'S
ASSISTANT WAS. .

Print answer here: A

I
s
e

QOH QUIXOTES' WORN-OUT OLD
HORSE WAS NAMED ROSiNANTB WHAT WAS His SlDEKlCK SAHCHO
PANZA'S DONKEY CALLED ?

luauquioddy

Word JumbleAnswers

lueisisse s.jsqujn|d ayi IBMM
AHITNI - AON3DV
AZZIO • 3 1 V 1 3

WHO WAS THE FIRST AUSTRALIAN
ABORIGINE TO PLAY INTERNATIONAL
TE-NNIS?
WHO WAS THE FIRST BLACK
ATHLETE TO CARRY THE AMERICAN
FLAG IN THE OPENING CEREMONIES
OF THE OLYMPICS (nto) ?
NOSNMOT -J3JW)
OHOSVTOOO 3NNC*3 • 3 1 ddVC •

I
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CLASSIFIEDS

Q AUTOMOTIVE
C h M p ! FBl/U.S. S*lzad, 89 Mercedes
$200. '86 VW $50. '87 Mercedes $100. 6!
Mustang $50. Choose from thousands
starting $50 FREE lnformaoon-24 Hour
Hotline 801-379-2929 Copyright
•OH026210

GENERAL
FOR SALE - mini trampoline for exercse only $25. Cafl Karen at 294-2379 after
7:30 p.m. or on weekends.
Florida SPRING BREAK 7 Nights
Beachfront $139-159 quad Deadline
soon. RESERVE rooms NOW!! Call CMI
1-800-423-5264.
SOUTH PADRE ISLAND Party withthe
Best!! Beach Front Hotels or Condos with
Party/Activity Package $26 Per PersorvPer
Night - Taxes not Included 1-800-8456766.

Wanted: students to help with an exciting
outdoor promotion. Work two days and
receive Reebok shoes and a Reebok Tshirt. Call Adnenne at (617) 262-3734 for
more information.

[ Q HELP WANTED j | Q HELP WANTED [ Q SERVICES
Excellent Extra Income Now! Envelope
Stuffing - $600 $800 every week Free
Details: SASE to International Inc., 1356
Coney Island Avenue. Brooklyn. New York
11230

Cruise Ships Now Hiring - Earn $?000»'
month • world travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the
Caribbean, etc.) Holiday, Summer, and
Career employment available No
experience necessary For employment
program call 1-206 634-0468 ext. C5570

Mermedlate Skiers needed to assist
physically challenged conquer mountains.
Where: Snow T a i l s Ski Resort. When
Saturdays through mid March. Free lift
ticket, for more mforamnon contact Charles
Smith 236-8049. Wnght u a t e Downhillers
Ski Club.

FARN UP f O $ 1 IVHR - Are you looking lor
great hours? Great $$$? And a great
experience? Dont look any further
Market for Fortune 500 Companies' CALL
NOW 1 -800-950-1037, ext .17.

Applications now being accepted for
Attendant for Fall quarter. Preferably male.
Training starts Spnng quarter. $5.00/h<
20-25 hrs per week. Call man at 426-8963.
Dressing, bathing, hygiene, laundry, light
housework.
Looking for a student or a student
organization that would like to earn $100 to
$1000 promoting a spring creak package to
Daytona Beach, FL. Call Mori • Wed. 5-9
p.m. (904) 423-4809
t
Damon's The Place lor Ribs is now hiring
Food Servers Please apply in person
Tues-Thurs 2-4.
Damons
The Ramada Inn.
800 Broad Street. Fairborn

Wright State Athlctics would like to thank the WSU
students for their support throughout the entire basketball
season and would like to invite you for more fun and action
for the following games at the Nutter Center:
Thursday, February 18
Lady Raiders vs Cleveland State at 5:00 pm
Raiders vs Wisconsin-Green Bay at 7:35 pm
Saturday, February 20
Lady Raiders vs Youngstown State at 5:00 pm
Raiders vs Northern Illinois at 7:35 pm
Thursday, March 4
Lady Raiders vs Wisconsin-Green Bay at 7:30 om
Saturday, March 6
Lady Raiders vs Northern Illinois at 5:30 pm

Awesome Spring Breaks1 Bahamas
Cruise includes 10 meals $279. Panama
City with kitchen $119, Key West $249.
Daytona (kitchens) $149, Cancun $459,
Jamaica $4791 1 800-678 6386

Attention 1993 Brides We are now
booking 1993 Summer and Fall Weddings
Some Spring dates are still available. Gary
Jones Photography 299-8100.
Typing - $2.00 per double spaced page
Letter quality printing plus spelling check
(your typing, my printing) - $1.00 per page
Papers, resumes, microcassette
transcription. Aardvark Word Processing
Services "We vark aard for you" Call
Eileen at 256-1830
Typing done in my home. Dictation
equipment available Rates vary on level
of difficulty of job. Exta printed copies
available. $.50-$.75 a page. 275-1343

Ci

FAIRBORN Off Broad Street MUST SEE
Spacious 1 BR 1st, S #rd Floors available
$285 00 Within 3 miles of WSU. Ref..
carpet. A/C. walk n Closet, Private
Parking CALL NOW LlmHed Special 1st Month's Rent Is only $99.00
Rightmyer Realty 293-4500. Evenings
374-2513 ask for Susan

Introducing...

College Park
Apartments
Luxurious 4 Bedroom Apartments with 2 Full Baths
Fully Equipped Kitchen with Dishwasher and Microwave
Washer/Dryer in each Apartment
Sand Volleyball Court
Close to Campus yVright Patt • Gem City Realty
Call 878-2221 Today
For More Info

Each valid student I.D. is worth two free tickets.
Mid-Continent Tournament tickets arc now on sale to WSU
students for $15.00 per session pass. Limit two passes per
student. That's half off the normal price. Come out and cheer
on the Raiders' NCAA hopes March 7-9 at the Nutter Center.
For more information, call 513/873-2771.

Word Processing - term papers, resumes,
manuscnpts.etc Reasonable rates. Quick
turnaround Julie - 275-2904

NEED A NEW COMPUTER? VAN?
WE CAN SHOW YOU NEW WAYS
TO USE SSI OR SSDI.
CALL

3 GENERAL
GREEKS & CLUBS
RAISE
A COOL
$
1000

IN JUST ONE WEEK
PLUS $1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALLS!
No obligation. No cost.
You also get a FREE
HEADPHONE RADIO
just for calling
1-800-950-1037 ext. 25

Sometimes Its good to be
going around in circlesRecycle.

TOP TEN HOST BOGUS
THINGS ON EARTH
10. The Domx Diet
9. Cars that an ok
8. "Do Not Remove Under
Penatyl Of Law" tags
on matresses.
7. Pop quzi on Monday
6. -l900-DEBBY.
5. bwn fa
l mn
i gos.
4. Imitation cheese.
3. Referee in Professo
i nal
wresting.
2. Dd
i we mento
i n the
poptjiz?
I.

800-485-5040

Call the
Disability
Services
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tapes for the visually impaired.
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Winter Wonderland
Hundreds of people, young and old and all ages in between, skipped school
or work yesterday to enjoy Dayton's first major snowfall of the year. Snowball
fights, snowman building and sledding—or just cavorting in the snow — were
the favored activics around Wright State and Wright-Patterson Air Force Base.
Photos by Dave Hwang and Scon Cozzolmo
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STUDENTS
Earn extra cash
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Dance Party With Prizes
Friday & Saturday
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Every Tues., Wed., Thurs., - Live D.J.
Matt King Starting at 9pm
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